Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach Yom Hashoah, we would like to remind our members to please send in information about your local commemorations for this newsletter. Also, we are collecting archived Holocaust-related events since most of the programs are now virtual. To have your event included in our compilation, kindly send in the date the program aired, the title and a link to the recording. Thank you.

_GSI_ is one of the partnering organizations for the virtual Liberation 75 gathering May 4 – 9, 2021. We hope to see many of you at this worldwide event. Registration is free.

Stay safe and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the _GSI_ interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: *genshoah@gmail.com*.

For event submissions: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at *genshoah@gmail.com*. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our _GSI_ website at [www.genshoah.org](http://www.genshoah.org) for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.
GSJ has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**US Holocaust Memorial Museum Statement on Free Academic Inquiry Into the Holocaust**

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**History Repeats Itself:**
**Making Sure Our Students Are Listening**
March 7, 2021  9:00 am – 11:00 am ET
American Society for Yad Vashem Professional Development Conference, New York, NY

**51st Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches**
March 7, 2021
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX

**The Second and Third Generation: The Experiences of the Descendants of Refugees from National Socialism**
March 9 – 11, 2021
Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK

**Western Jewish Studies Conference (Virtual)**
March 14 – 16, 2021
University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), Las Vegas, NV
Western Jewish Studies Association Conference Program

**Liberation 75 in 2021**
May 4 – 9, 2021
Virtual, Worldwide

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS**

**The Holocaust at the Crossroads of Empire: West and Sub-Saharan African Approaches to African, Holocaust, and Jewish Studies**
March 4, 2021  12:00 – 3:30 pm ET
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy: The Holocaust as a Case Study  
March 9, 2021  4:30 pm ET  
Center for Holocaust & Genocide Education, Saint Elizabeth University, Morristown, NJ

Salvaged Pages: Young Writers' Diaries of the Holocaust with Alexandra Zapruder  
March 11, 2021, 4:15 pm ET  
Kean University, Union, NJ  
Register: agoldber@kean.edu

Teacher Seminar with Artist & Educator Evelyn Rauch  
March 11, 2021  4:00 – 6:00 pm ET  
Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, Raritan, NJ  
To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

Janusz Korczak’s Life and Legacy for Educators Today  
March 11, 2021  4:00pm ET  
Drew University, Madison, NJ

Symposium: The Holocaust in Eastern Europe: Sources, Memory, Politics  
March 16, 2021  9:30 am – 5:00 pm  
Wiener Library, London, UK

Teaching Today Through Children’s Rights and Korczak’s Inspiration  
March 18, 2021  4:00pm ET  
Drew University, Madison, NJ

Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy: The Holocaust as a Case Study  
March 25, 2021  3:00 pm ET  
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice  
June 1 – 11, 2021  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Heroines of the Holocaust: 2021 International Symposium  
June 2 – 3, 2021  
Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY  
For more: lmorowit@wagner.edu and holocaust.center@wagner.edu
Virtual ‘Taster’ Edition of the Biennial European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilization
June 15 – 17, 2021
Holocaust Research Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, London, UK
Call for applications: HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk

The Search for Humanity After Atrocity
June 17 – 20, 2021
Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: https://www.kean.edu/NEHSeminar

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – March 2, 2021—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
Exhibit: How Did You Survive? Check for visiting hours.

Now – March 7, 2021—Music of Remembrance, Seattle, WA
Premiering Feb. 28th at 5:00 pm PT: Return to Amasia featuring music inspired by the Armenian genocide and the Holocaust. Fees.

Now – March 2021—Wiener Library, London, UK
'Death Marches: Evidence and Memory' exhibition

Now— May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America. The NY Times recommends visiting the Museum’s website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.
March 1, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Warsaw Ghetto – The End with Prof. Havi Dreifuss.

March 2, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Beba Epstein: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl

March 2, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Legacies: Daniel Libeskind. Suggested donation.

March 2, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—UJA Federation of New York, New York, NY
From Survival to Song.

March 3, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, Bayside, NY
Italian Internment During World War II and the Limits of Racism in America

March 3, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Survival on the Margins: Polish Jewish Refugees in the Wartime Soviet Union

March 3, 2021, 5:30 pm PT—Martin-Springer Institute, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ
Muslim Rescuers of Jews: Discovering the Righteous Among Arabs with Robert Satloff.
To register email Melissa.cohen@nau.edu.

March 3, 2021, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
From Happiness to Horror: Surviving the Camps with Alyssa Greengrass.

March 4, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Friends of the Ghetto Fighters House, Israel
Defending Holocaust Scholarship with Prof. Jan Grabowski and Prof. Natalia Alekiun.

March 4, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Behind the Spectacle: Jews, Circuses and Nazi Germany. Suggested donation.

March 4, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
The Good Nazi Post-Film Discussion with Film Director Yaron Niski and 2G, Dr. Michael Good.

March 4, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Wagner College, Staten Island, NY
Primo Levi— If You Are Not Indifferent Things Can Be Different part 2 with Francesco Bonavita.

March 5, 2021, 8:30 am ET—London’s International Literary Festival, London, UK
Love in Wartime with Max Hirshfeld and Stuart Eizenstat.

March 7, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA
Art Spiegelman, Pulitzer Prize-Winning Artist, Illustrator & Author of Maus. Fees.

March 7, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Family Affairs : Writing Parents’ Stories
March 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ  
**My Underground Mother** with Marisa Fox.

March 9, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA  
**The Crime of Complicity: Law and the Bystander from the Holocaust to Today.**

March 9, 2021, 4:55 pm ET—Salem State University, Salem, MA  
**Running and Hiding from the Nazis – My Miraculous Escape from the Holocaust** with Miriam Kassenoff.

March 9, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Justice, Truth, and Memory in Jewish Argentina.** Suggested donation.

March 9, 2021, 20:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa  
**Defiance and Protest: Forgotten Acts of Individual Jewish Resistance in Nazi Germany.**

March 9, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC  
**La Nona Kanta: The Remarkable Life of Flory Jagoda**

March 10, 2021, 5:30 pm PT—Martin-Springer Institute, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ  
**The Holocaust and North Africa: A Forgotten History** with Aomar Boum. To register email Melissa.cohen@nau.edu.

March 11, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**A New Perspective on the Rescue of Denmark’s Jews.** Suggested donation.

March 11, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY  
**Legal Sabotage: Ernst Fraenkel in Nazi Germany**

March 11, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL  
Book & Author: *Hitler’s True Believers: How Ordinary People Became Nazis* with Robert Gellately.

March 11, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust, Genocide and Interfaith Education Center, Riverdale, NY  
**Bjorn Krondorfer Unsettling Empathy; Working with Groups in Conflict**

March 14, 2021, 11:00 am PT—Martin-Springer Institute, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ  
**Islam, Nazi Germany, and World War II** with David Motadel. To register email Melissa.cohen@nau.edu.

March 14, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Stories Survive** with survivor Martin Kaplus. Suggested donation.
March 14, 2021, 2:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
**Breaking Hate: Confronting the New Culture of Extremism** with Christian Picciolini.

March 16, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Heroines of the Holocaust.** Suggested donation.

March 18, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Digital film screening and live panel discussion **My Name is Sara.**

March 21, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Stories Survive** with survivor Dr. Miriam Klein Kassenoff. Suggested donation.

March 23, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Nazi-Looted Art and Archives: Recovering and Preserving Jewish Culture**

March 23, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
**Nazis, Monsters, Fairytales? Holocaust Plays for Younger Audiences**

March 24, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**The Last Million: Europe’s Displaced Persons from World War to Cold War** with author David Nasaw.

March 24, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Capital District Jewish Holocaust Memorial, Niskayuna, NY
**Jews and Poles during the time of the apocalypse.**

March 25, 2021, 10:30am ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Surviving Sachsenhausen: The Story of Odd Nansen**

March 25, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book talk - **Plunder: A Memoir of Family Property and Nazi Treasure.** Suggested donation.

March 29, 2021, 1:15 pm ET—Wagner College, Staten Island, NY
**Nazi Cultural Genocide in Vienna** with historian Dr. Tim Corbett.

April 6, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Remembering Olga Lengyel and the Five Chimneys.** Suggested donation.

April 6, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Salem State University, Salem, MA
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration** with keynote Brandeis Professor Laura Jockusch.

April 7, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Haberman Institute for Jewish Studies, Rockville, MD
**I Want You to Know We’re Still Here: A Post-Holocaust Memoir** with Esther Safran Foer.

April 7, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Virtual Event, Las Vegas, NV
Area-wide **Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah** Holocaust commemoration.
For more: genshoah1@cox.net.
April 8, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—**Great Neck Library, Great Neck, NY**
Concert: *The Mischlinge Exposé* with daughter of survivors *Carolyn Enger*.

April 8, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—**Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY**
*Stories Survive* with survivor *Mark Schonwetter*. Suggested donation.

April 8, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—**Drew University, Madison, NJ**
*Yom HaShoah Commemoration* with keynote speaker *Judith Bihaly*

April 9, 2021, 10:00 am ET—**Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, Raritan, NJ**
Commemorating *Yom HaShoah* with *The Defiant Requiem* Foundation and Maestro Murry Sidlin.

April 11, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—**Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY**
*Annual Gathering of Remembrance*

April 11, 2021, 3:30 p, CT—**Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL**
Book & Author: "*The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s Ghettos*"  

April 13, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—**Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY**
*The Light of Days* Book Talk with *Judy Batalion* and *Molly Crabapple*. Suggested donation.

April 13, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—**NEXTGENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL**
*Architecture of Murder: The Auschwitz-Birkenau Blueprints*.

April 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—**Wagner College, Staten Island, NY**
*From Romania to Auschwitz to New York: The Hecht Family*.

April 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—**West Point, West Point, NY**
Concert: *The Mischlinge Exposé* with daughter of survivors *Carolyn Enger*.

April 15, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—**Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY**
*Children of Survivors Facing the Future*

April 16, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—**Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, Raritan, NJ**
*Resilience During Challenging Times Panel - One Year Later* with Holocaust survivors, authors, and members of the 2nd and 3rd generation. To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

April 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—**Center for Jewish History, New York, NY**
*A Conversation on Artist Charlotte Salomon*

April 20, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—**Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL**  
"One Museum, One Book" Book Club: *"Antisemitism: Here and Now"*
April 21, 2021, 12:00 pm ET — Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: A Prisoner’s Voice: Poetry of Psychological Resistance

April 21, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with survivor Manfred Ohrenstein. Suggested donation.

April 22, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Neuroscience And The Legacy Of The Holocaust. Suggested donation

April 25, 2021, 12:00 pm CT — Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Monuments and Memorials: Commemoration Through Art

April 27, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

April 28, 2021, 4:00 pm CT — Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, Dallas, TX
The Holocaust & Dictatorship in Brazilian Literature with Dr. Sarah Valente.

May 9, 2021, 3:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with survivor Elizabeth Bellack. Suggested donation.

May 19, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Historical Trauma and Cultural Healing in 2021. Suggested donation.

May 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Love It Was Not Screening and Discussion

May 25, 2021, 2:00 pm ET — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II. Suggested donation.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Yad Vashem February 2, 2021
Yad Vashem February 9, 2021
Yad Vashem February 15, 2021
Yad Vashem February 23, 2021
Yad Vashem February 28, 2021
Memoria [EN] No 41 (02/2021)
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

January 14, 2021: A Virtual Talk: Defiance and Protest. Forgotten Individual Jewish Resistance in Nazi Germany

January 21, 2021: Women and Genocide

January 24, 2021: Eichmann and Demjanjuk: Two Holocaust Trials in Israel

January 27, 2021: How Healers Became Killers: Nazi Medical Professionals

January 27, 2021: Nazi Rise to Power and the Weimar Constitution

January 27, 2021: Community Holocaust Remembrance Day Event in Honor of Margit Feldman

January 28, 2021: SHIN Congressional Holocaust Commemoration 2021–Pfizer CEO Tells Family Story Publicly 1st Time Ever

January 31, 2021: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: Chile - YouTube

January 31, 2021: Northern NJ Holocaust Memorial

February 3, 2021: Curators Corner: A 1937 Issue of Der Sturmer

February 3, 2021: Liberation Heroes: The Last Eyewitnesses

February 4, 2021: Childhood after Atrocity Crimes: Hope for Peace, Dignity and Equality

February 7, 2021: The Ratline: The Exalted Life and Mysterious Death of a Nazi Fugitive

February 7, 2021: Meet Alex Vesely, Grandson of Holocaust survivor Victor Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning

February 9, 2021: Superman, Survivor Testimony, and the Holocaust


February 11, 2021: Ordinary Men by Christopher Browning

February 11, 2021: The Windermere Children


February 14, 2021: "Talking Memory": "The Escape from Novogrudok

February 16, 2021: Holocaust Scholarship on Trial

February 22, 2021: Talking Memory Part 1 - The Holocaust in Lithuania

February 23, 2021: In My Hands: Rescuer Irene Gut Opdyke

February 23, 2021: “Working through the Past”: German Efforts to Face Their Nazi History

February 24, 2021: Ethical Implications of the Holocaust

February 24, 2021: Fighting on Two Fronts: Black Americans Who Served

February 25, 2021: Mittelman-Berman Holocaust Education Series: Dr. Jan Grabowski

Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here for past programs from YIVO
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past Ray Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.

**FYI…** The US Holocaust Memorial Museum's new lesson, [History Unfolded: Black Press Newspaper Coverage of the Holocaust](https://historyunfolded.org/), is now available on our "Teaching Materials on Americans and the Holocaust" website [page](https://historyunfolded.org/).

**FYI…** [Holocaust Survivors Foundation – USA Statement on International Holocaust Remembrance Day](https://www.holocaust-sfh.org/)

**FYI…** From the Holocaust Research Institute (HRI), Royal Holloway University, London [Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership (HGRP)](https://hri.rhul.ac.uk/hgrp/): The HGRP is a national research and public engagement consortium comprising of institutions at the forefront of research and learning:

- The Wiener Holocaust Library (London)
- The Holocaust Research Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London
- The Holocaust Survivors’ Friendship Association (Leeds)
The University of Huddersfield

The HGRP aims to be the leading voice in the UK for research-led public engagement, education, and heritage practice about the history and memory of the Holocaust and genocide. Also, the HRI introduced Testifying to the Truth featuring eyewitness accounts from the Holocaust, many of which have never been available to the public online.

FYI… The Kupferberg Holocaust Resource Center has a new online exhibit The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news… Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

Diplomats worldwide go digital to honor Int'l Holocaust Remembrance Day

Why are Jewish groups fighting the IHRA antisemitism definition? -opinion - The Jerusalem Post

Yad Vashem ‘deeply disturbed’ by Polish court verdict in Holocaust libel case

Poland's 'legislation' of Holocaust history vs. Netherlands' open-access archive

‘Amazing detective work’ reunites best friends thought murdered in the Holocaust

Steven Spielberg chosen as 2021 Genesis Prize honoree

Google honors Holocaust hero who tried to save children from the Nazis

Google Doodle honors Fredy Hirsch, Zionist educator who saved Holocaust youth

Holocaust survivor accidentally discovers ‘hero’ who hid her relatives from the Nazis

Germany mulls shape of memorial to Polish victims of WWII

How the Jews of the Caucasus Used an Epidemic to Trick the Nazis

During the Nazi occupation, Muslims aided efforts to hide the origins of local Jews, preventing the extinction of a community

'I Silenti' Gives A Voice To Those Who Died In The Romani Genocide

LGBTQ+ History Month: gay victims and survivors of the Holocaust are often forgotten – we need to tell their stories

Survivor in battle to keep Nazi-looted Pissarro masterpiece in France

Op-ed by Audrey Azoulay and Irwin Cotler - Education about the Holocaust is key to combating conspiracy theories today

Growing antisemitism: We need Holocaust education for young

Is Bonne Maman an anti-Nazi jam? The internet wants to think so
In Iran, I was taught to hate Israel and Jews. Then I watched Schindler’s List

Outrage as Spotify hosts songs filled with hate and Holocaust denial

A wedding saved a woman from deportation — and 4 other surprising Jewish love stories from the JTA archive

How can thousands of Holocaust survivors receive the funds they deserve?

In post-WWII Nuremberg and New York, Purim’s future once hung in the balance

Armenia

Holocaust memorial in Yerevan, Armenia vandalized

Australia

‘It’s an evil thing, it’s a wicked thing’

Shadow of Holocaust left behind for life in Sydney

MPs stress importance of Shoah remembrance

Austria

Letters from Adolf Hitler’s father give rare glimpse into dictator's upbringing

Letters from Adolf Hitler's dad spill all on dictator's twisted childhood

Austria refugee home inspired by Holocaust experience saved by former resident

Bulgaria

Bulgaria: Nationalists honor pro-Nazi general with flowers

Bulgarian courts failed to punish Holocaust denier, European tribunal rules

March extolling Neo-Nazism, Fascism in Bulgaria thwarted

Canada

Colourizing black and white Holocaust survivor pictures

Vancouver man tells story of grandmother's survival in Auschwitz in new NFB film | CBC News

Graphic Novels Illuminate Vivid Memories Of The Holocaust

Canadian Jews Denounce ‘Obscene Abuse’ of Justice System as Alleged Nazi War Criminal Again Delays Deportation Hearing

B.C. mayor refuses to step down after comparing gun owners to Holocaust victims | CBC News

Canadian sailor discharged from army due to neo-Nazi ties

China

How Shanghai saved thousands of Jews from the Holocaust | Hong Kong Free Press HKFP
Democratic Republic of Congo
A Holocaust refugee’s son is one of the most powerful politicians in Congo

Denmark
Denmark Should Investigate the Role of Danish S.S. Volunteers in Holocaust Crimes

France
Jewish man leaves $2M to French mountain town that hid him from Nazis
Man leaves fortune to French village that saved his family from Nazis
Paris City Council adopts IHRA definition of anti-Semitism
Son of famed French Holocaust survivor likens slaughterhouses to gas chambers
Son of France’s best-known Holocaust survivor equates lamb at slaughterhouse to Jew at gas chamber
Solace in sculpture: the Holocaust survivor overcoming trauma through art
Hate mail to French-Jewish lawmaker tells her to ‘prepare for the camps’
Jewish policeman finds swastikas and anti-Semitic rhetoric on his locker in Paris-area precinct

Germany
German cabinet officially recognizes IHRA as an international institution
Germany Giving Massive COVID-19 Aid to Holocaust Survivors - BORGEN
Auschwitz survivors accuse Germany of negligence in pursuing Nazi war criminals
Why Germany Prosecutes the Aged for Nazi Roles It Long ...
Germans are right to pursue 100-year-old former-Nazi war criminals
Former Nazi camp guard arrives in Germany after removal from US
US deports 95-year-old ex-Nazi concentration camp guard to Germany
Former Nazi charged in 3,518 counts of accessory to murder | DW | 08.02.2021
In rare case against a woman, Berlin charges Nazi camp aide with role in murders
German prosecutors charge Nazi camp secretary | DW | 05.02.2021
Stutthof camp: Woman, 95, accused of aiding Nazi mass murder
Nazi secretary prosecuted in Germany, charged with 10,000 accessory to murder counts
Woman, 95, Indicted on 10,000 Counts of Accessory to Murder in Nazi Camp
Former secretary at Nazi death camp, 95, to stand trial for accessory to murder
95-Year-Old Nazi Camp Secretary Charged as Accessory in 10,000 Murders
A 95-year-old German woman has been charged with complicity in the murders of 10,000 people while working as a Nazi concentration camp secretary when she was a minor
Germany names Dutch SS veterans who receive pensions for serving Hitler
German court commits Hamburg synagogue attacker to psychiatric hospital | DW | 26.02.2021
Auschwitz to Geppersdorf: Shining a light on a little-known death march | DW | 22.02.2021
The past we step into
New Jewish studies program launches at large Frankfurt university
Celebrating 1,700 years of Jewish life in Germany | DW | 19.02.2021
Berlin: Back to the Diaspora | DW | 20.02.2021
Opinion: Judaism has belonged in Germany since the beginning | DW | 21.02.2021
How Jewish life developed in Germany after the Holocaust | DW | 20.02.2021
Germany's Steinmeier warns against growing anti-Semitism | DW | 21.02.2021
In Today's Germany, A New Book Makes Fun Of Anti-Semitism Through Cartoons
In Germany, Fighting Against Extremism Starts In School
Germany’s Holocaust Remembrance Is Turning Upside Down
Anti-Semitic flyer in German tram blames Jews for the COVID pandemic
‘We are Hitler’s People’: Hatred of Jews Exposed Among German Students
Short film ‘Masel Tov Cocktail’ explodes stereotypes about being young, Jewish and misunderstood in Germany

Greece
Pfizer CEO shares his family's tragic story during the Holocaust

Hungary
The Threat Against Free Speech on Hungary’s Airwaves

India
Memory of holocaust calls for unflagging vigil against antisemitism

Israel
Holocaust survivor wants Israel to grant residency to his rescuer’s Dutch great-granddaughter
Israeli Society and the Holocaust – A Work in Progress
Don't Stand For The Siren On Holocaust Remembrance Day
Holocaust umbrella group head: Likud candidate disgraced survivors
Holocaust, Hitler jokes in far-right campaign ad cause rift in alliance
Last Survivor of Legendary Warsaw Orphanage Dies in Israel
Holocaust survivor with about 400 descendants passes away at 105
Shoshana Ovitz, 105-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor, Passes Away In Bnei Brak After Fulfilling Special Dream

As World Commemorates Holocaust, Survivor Mark Jacoby...

Remembering Manfred Gerstenfeld: Truth against myth

Israel's Walt Disney: The story and legacy of Joseph Bau

A vocabulary for the Holocaust; Hélène Carroll at Ghetto Fighters' House

EMT group pushes to get Holocaust survivors out of the house and vaccinated

Film To Explore Holocaust Survivors Who Gave Largest-Ever Donation To Israel

Italy

Italy granted her a pension for Holocaust survivors. Then it asked for the money back

After giving Holocaust survivor pension, Italy wants her husband to pay it back

John Foot | San Gino · LRB 23 February 2021

Italy: Holocaust survivor's plug for vaccine sparks hatred

Japan

‘A Japanese Schindler’: The remarkable diplomat who saved thousands of Jews during WWII

Lithuania

Lithuanian lawmaker who blamed Jews for Holocaust quits parliament’s memorial commission

Distorting the Truth – Lay Of The Land

Digging documented near privately owned mass grave of Jews in Lithuania

Netherlands

The inspiring story of the Dutch February Strike, Europe’s first organized civilian protest against the Nazis

The Dutch February Strike: The organized civilian protest against Nazis

Dutch Jews died in 'secret Nazi gas chamber' in 1941

In Holland, a Torah scroll returns to Jewish hands 80 years after it was hidden from the Nazis

Hitler as Haman? An Amsterdam museum holds a relic of that post-Holocaust Purim tradition.

Mezuzah smashed, swastika carved into doorframe of Jewish student’s home in the Netherlands

Dutch right-wing politician calls Nuremberg trials ‘illegitimate’

New Zealand

Relatives of Holocaust survivors connect with Wellington woman, whose father hid 16 Jewish people in Poland home
Holocaust survivor, refugee, and founder of the Holocaust Centre dies in her late 80s

Tweets calling Anne Frank, holocaust victims 'colonisers' spark disgust from NZ Jewish representative

Poland

Poland’s dangerous new direction

When Writing History Becomes a Crime

Poland Drops Holocaust Speech Case Against Journalist

Why Poland Is Trying to Control Holocaust Memory

The Polish Government’s Holocaust ‘Truth Campaign’ Is a Weird Mix of Authoritarianism, Ignorance, and Injured Pride

Future of Holocaust research in Poland hinges on libel case

Holocaust historians face verdict in Poland defamation trial

Holocaust research could hinge on Polish libel case

Polish police probe journalist for writing about Poles’ Holocaust complicity

Two Holocaust historians face Polish court verdict

Polish pride, free speech at stake in Holocaust libel case

Poland orders Holocaust scholars to apologize in case that could muzzle research

Poland: Historians ordered to apologize over Holocaust research | DW | 09.02.2021

Polish Court Orders Scholars to Apologize Over Holocaust Study

Polish court tells two Holocaust historians to apologise

Polish court rules that historians must apologize for part of Holocaust pogrom research

uOttawa Holocaust scholar worries about 'chilling' effect of Polish court case involving book he edited | The Journal Pioneer

U of O Holocaust scholar ordered to apologize in Polish libel case | CBC News

Polish Government’s Campaign to Control Holocaust Research Set to Continue, Warns Jan Grabowski, Historian at Center of Major Libel Trial

Grandma at centre of Holocaust defamation row tells historians ‘write the truth about history’

A Massacre in a Forest Becomes a Test of Poland’s Pushback on Wartime Blame

Cops in Poland Question Editor of Jewish Website Over Article on Polish Complicity With Nazi Persecution

Polish court ruling on Holocaust libel is ‘very disturbing,’ historians say

Opinion: The Holocaust and Poland's good reputation | DW | 10.02.2021

'Historical truth' is victim of Poland's attempts to silence Holocaust debate, Jewish leaders say

Opinion: The Historical Problem With Poland - Jewish News Service
'A gift for Holocaust deniers': how Polish libel ruling will hit historians

A state historian in Poland is seen in pictures from 2007 giving the Nazi salute

Polish Historian Resigns State Position Over 2007 Photos Of Him Performing Nazi Salute

Poland and Jews: Co-Authors of History?

Newly Unearthed I.D. Tags Tell the Stories of Four Young Holocaust Victims

Once buried, a cache of images from Poland’s Lodz Ghetto emerges at the MFA

Holocaust survivor Walter Kammerling has died aged 97

Descendants of Jews Saved by Heroic Pole Find Each Other

Daughter of Warsaw Zoo directors who saved 300 Jews in Holocaust dies at 77

Daughter of couple who hid Jews at Warsaw Zoo dies

Who Killed Josef Kopf?

Tefillin Found Hidden under Warsaw Ghetto Building

Harrowing new book tells extraordinary tale of women who set up illegal scout group in WWII death camp

Romania

Former intelligence officer convicted in first use of Romania’s law against Holocaust denial

Ex-intel officer convicted in 1st use of Romania's Holocaust denial law

Brooklyn auction house suspends sale of 19th-century document that Romanian Jews say was stolen in the Holocaust

Spain

‘The Jew is guilty,’ 300 neo-Nazis hear at rare far-right gathering in Spain

Franco fascism/neo-Nazism still dies hard in Spain: ‘Our enemy is the Jew’

UK

Hundreds of Holocaust Testimonies Translated, Digitized for the First Time

Steven Spielberg’s Shoah foundation links up with UK schools to fight hatred

The memories that couldn’t be wiped out

The 88-year-old Holocaust survivor who is still fighting intolerance in the UK

Shoah survivor, 80, and son reportedly ‘punched in the head’ on London bus

Holocaust survivor and son reportedly punched in head by person screaming ‘I hate Jews’

Holocaust survivor and her rabbi son punched on London bus

Poles and Jews in Wartime Scotland: Setting the Record Straight

English Heritage Issues Plea For Memories Of Elite Polish Unit That Trained At UK Stately Home During WWII
Video: Former Kindertransport survivor shares her story
Concentration Camps in Scotland
Metro International boards Holocaust survivor doc ‘I Am Here’ (exclusive)
Saltburn care home resident is inspired by Holocaust victim Anne Frank
East Renfrewshire schools recognised for leading holocaust education initiatives
37,000 sign petition for Shoah survivors to meet PM over Uyghur vote
Jeremy Corbyn’s brother arrested for leaflet likening vaccination to Auschwitz
Jeremy Corbyn’s brother detained for flyer equating COVID-19 vaccines to Auschwitz
Piers Corbyn arrested over vaccine 'Auschwitz leaflet'
Piers Corbyn arrested by police over anti-vax Auschwitz poster
Piers Corbyn arrested but denies antisemitism, saying he was married to ‘Jewess’
The Great Dictator: The film that dared to laugh at Hitler
The world-famous couple that changed photography forever - BBC Reel
British teen who spoke about hanging gays and gassing Jews convicted of terrorism
‘Harry Potter’ star narrates new Holocaust documentary
Holocaust Learning UK commissioned the hour-long film “Out of the Darkness
Survivor’s son performs concert to stop Westminster Holocaust memorial
How should we approach challenging Holocaust deniers?

Ukraine
Plans for immersive $100-million Holocaust memorial in Ukraine ignite backlash
Murder in action: Rare Holocaust photograph that sparked ten-year investigation
‘The Ravine’ unpacks rare WWII photo to illuminate massacre of Miropol Jews

USA
South Bay orgs raise money for impoverished Holocaust survivors – J.
How To Talk To Kids About The Holocaust
Hitler this, Hitler that
Rosser: Equating the Holocaust With the Present Needs to Stop
Defaulting to ‘Nazi’ is the wrong word choice. Holocaust survivors know why: Nina Polien
Light
Extremist ideologies revive Holocaust fears - The Island Now
Op-ed: QAnon, the Holocaust and the deadly power of conspiracy theories
Opinion: It's time to confront the dark postscript to America's role in defeating the Nazis
‘Soft-core’ Holocaust denial
U.S. Deports Nazi Concentration Camp Guard To Germany
US deports ex-nazi camp guard
U.S. deports former Nazi guard whose wartime role was noted on card found amid sunken ship
Tennessee Man Who Served as Nazi Camp Guard Is Deported to Germany
Former Nazi camp guard, 95, is deported from Tennessee to ...
Ex-Nazi camp guard living in Tennessee to be deported to ...
The end of an era for Nazi hunters?
Holocaust Museum Teaches The Warning Signs Of Genocide
Biden: white supremacists are ‘the most dangerous people’ in America
Why Antony Blinken is a symbol of solidarity between US, Ukrainian Jews
Supreme Court deals setback to Holocaust victims in art disputes
Heirs to Jewish art dealers lose fight at Supreme Court
Supreme Court rejects appeal by Holocaust heirs seeking restitution in the US
Supreme Court Sides With Germany In Nazi-Era Art Dispute
US Supreme Court sides with Germany in $250m Nazi-era treasure dispute
Holocaust Survivors Foundation USA Disappointed By United States Supreme Court Decisions In Favor of Germany and Hungary Against Survivors
Biden official says administration accepts international Holocaust group’s definition of anti-Semitism
Biden admin 'embraces' IHRA anti-Semitism definition shunned by progressives
The Fights Against BDS and for IHRA Converge
Kentucky first state to adopt Holocaust remembrance group's anti-Semitism definition
Syracuse Tables Resolution to Adopt IHRA Definition, Citing Palestinian Rights
3-day Dutch strike against Nazis finds new resonance through Black Lives Matter
Black Lives Matter spurs youth to learn about 3-day Dutch strike against Nazis
Republican official deletes comment suggesting Trump’s trial was less fair than Nazi show trials
Senate confirms Alejandro Mayorkas, a Cuban-born Jew, as Homeland Security secretary
Irene Fogel Weiss survived Auschwitz. Then she watched a rioter in a Camp Auschwitz shirt break into the Capitol
Following a string of controversies, Madison Cawthorn meets with his Jewish constituents
Boulder councilwoman criticized for comments on Holocaust, prairie dogs
Congresswoman who said ‘Hitler was right on one thing’ meets with rabbis
Hawley: ABC correspondent 'disgusting' for calling Trump a 'Fuhrer'
Auction House Suspends Sale of 19th-Century Jewish Burial Records
IBM and the Holocaust—20 years of corporate denial
IBM and the Holocaust
Leaving Auschwitz Twice
German Refugees to Atlanta on U.S. Kindertransport
More than 200 Holocaust survivors in Middlesex County can receive assistance from national partnership - centraljersey.com
Lothar 'Larry' Gottlieb, 89, Bell engineer was Holocaust survivor
William Good, 96, survivor of Holocaust massacre who became beloved California doctor
Flory Jagoda, champion of Sephardic music, dies at 97
Remembering Flory Jagoda, Who Preserved Sephardic Jewish Music And Language
Werner Michel Obituary (2021) - The Washington Post
Irving Roth, Holocaust survivor and educator, dies at 91 - The Island Now
Nelly S. Toll, writer, artist, teacher, Holocaust survivor and activist, dies at 88
Holocaust Survivor Nelly Toll educated through art and memory | Jewish Community Voice
Italo Servi, 98, soft-spoken heir to rich Italian Jewish heritage
Columbia women who were among area's last living Holocaust survivors die the same day
After surviving the Holocaust as kids, Helen and Sam Rosenbaum forged a union based on respect for the fragility of life
Hogan's Hero TV Star Shares Personal Survivor Story in New Documentary "From the Holocaust to Hollywood - The Robert Clary Story"
NYC mayor says city will make sure Holocaust survivors get vaccine
Column: Sick of COVID isolation? Let Holocaust survivor Joe Goldfarb show you how it's done
More than 300 Holocaust survivors get COVID-19 vaccine in Brooklyn
'I am very excited': Holocaust survivor looks forward to getting COVID-19 vaccine
Holocaust Survivors Getting Vaccine: ‘Life Is a Gift, Even When It's Poorly Wrapped'
They Survived the Holocaust. Now they’ve Come Together to Endure the Pandemic
Bat mitzvah project helps Holocaust Survivors stay warm | Jewish Community Voice
The Improbable Life of Mike Nichols
Love Gave Couples Hope During the Holocaust
Selfless love: Holocaust survivors helped each other survive while in concentration camp
Holocaust survivor Ruth Cohen remembers her brother
My Father, My Hero
A brief chat with living history; Holocaust survivor talks of life, death in Polish camp
'Knitting kept us alive': Project spurs Holocaust survivors to share stories of hope

When Genocide Is Caught on Film

Centuries-old Torah survived Holocaust, finds permanent home at Nova Southeastern

Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum Expresses Deep Concern that Polish Court Ruling May Compromise Holocaust Scholarship

Lodz Ghetto prisoner’s photos depicting brutal life donated to Boston museum

Jewish prisoner’s photos depicting horrid life in Lodz Ghetto donated to Boston museum

Holocaust Museum’s teddy bear and train set carry the weight of genocide

Hidden letters reveal desperation, and now a Florida family keeps Holocaust stories alive

Local museum showcases personal artifacts from Holocaust survivors in ‘Stories of Survival’

Rare piano that survived Holocaust awaits restoration in South Philly

A Rare Piano That Escaped The Holocaust Gets Restored To Glory

In "The Ravine" Wendy Lower Reveals A Holocaust Massacre

Interview, Jake Heggie and friends on Intonations

A talk with my dad, screenwriter of ‘My Name Is Sara’

It’s not enough to just remember the Holocaust

Commemoration to the victims of the Holocaust

An Appreciation of an American “Troublemaker”

Old Irving Park Neighbors Push To Rename Kolmar Park To Honor German-Jewish Author Killed In The Holocaust

Orthodox Jewish Nurse Receives a Very Special Bracha

New Dental School Program Helps Holocaust Survivors

Legislature may appropriate money for downtown Holocaust memorial sculpture

Why the Holocaust Museum Is Tackling Apartheid

Utah passes Holocaust education resolution

Arkansas lawmakers consider bill to mandate Holocaust education in public schools

Rep. Elissa Slotkin wants to mandate Holocaust education in fight against domestic terrorism

Should Bill To Teach About The Holocaust In NC Schools Include Black History Lessons?

Commentary: This Jew's View of Holocaust Education in Corvallis' Schools - The Corvallis Advocate

New leader of Tucson’s Holocaust museum is a genocide survivor herself

How can blockchain preserve Holocaust testimonies from manipulation?

NY's Museum of Jewish Heritage to offer Holocaust educational courses

What’s new as the Candles Holocaust museum reopens
Holocaust museum in Terre Haute reopens after being closed for COVID-19
Hidden Holocaust Art at Jewish Museum Milwaukee
In East Bay, traveling Holocaust ‘center’ uses art to tell story of the Shoah – J.
Pleasanton: East Bay Holocaust Education Center aims to honor, enlighten
'A place of life and joy': Chabad of Bakersfield to build Central Valley's first Holocaust memorial
As hate crimes surge, Philly Holocaust Memorial is reinvented with an antiracist mission
Holocaust Museum LA, Television City Magnopus, Team Up To Develop Virtual Immersive Experience
Carleton University’s Zelikovitz Centre for Jewish Studies and the Centre for Holocaust Education and Scholarship Announce Next Stage of Partnership | Carleton Newsroom
For Montclair teens, a lesson not from a Holocaust 'victim' — but a survivor
Bronx educator claims she was fired after sharing Holocaust story, refusing ‘Wakanda’ salute
NYC educator claims she was fired after sharing Holocaust story
This Exhibition Lets Visitors 'Chat' With a WWII Veteran Who Liberated Nazi Camp
Holocaust Remembrance Day Never Forgotten In Yonkers
Holocaust Remembrance: Past, Present and Future – My Personal Journey
Holocaust survivors and their children tell the truth to guard against hate
Holocaust survivor continues to oppose hate in the U.S. and urges young people to speak up
Remembering the stories of the Holocaust matters today
Three Northside Methodist students receive scholarships for Holocaust Remembrance
The Double Life of Josephine Baker
A Jewish librarian spied on New York Nazis in the 1930s
Following the Trail of a Nazi Mass Murderer Who Was Never Caught
'The Ratline' Follows Trail Of A Nazi Murderer Who Was Never Caught
Resolution encourages Utah schools to emphasize Holocaust, genocide education
Traveling exhibit brings Holocaust home to Burnet Middle School students - DailyTrib.com
Who really created the Marvel Universe?
Story of Young Holocaust Survivor to be Told at San Diego Jewish Film Festival - Times of San Diego
Mandy Patinkin, Lena Dunham to star in a Holocaust film
Boulder-produced ‘The Tattooed Torah’ brings renowned children’s book about the Holocaust to screen
A Musical Life With Echoes That Will Last
Westside Middle School is 'extremely sorry' for displaying Hitler quote
Kindergarten Teacher in Charlotte Fired Over Antisemitic Tweet Defending Hitler
'Misha and the Wolves' is a stranger-than-fiction documentary about a woman's Holocaust story
Woman faked 'raised by wolves' Holocaust survivor story, made millions
She Wrote a Memoir About Fleeing the Nazis and Being Raised By Wolves. It Was All a Lie.
Meet a Jewish woman who lives in the former stronghold of the Aryan Nations
Rubin Feldman Memorial Lecture to honor Holocaust rescuer with St. Louis ties
Dickinson College student under investigation after video surfaces glorifying the Holocaust
Why The Holocaust Should Not Be A Joke - The Dickinsonian
Swastikas painted in front of California campus’ Jewish fraternity house
Gina Carano fired from 'Mandalorian' after social media post
Gina Carano Fired From 'The Mandalorian' After Comparing Republicans to Holocaust Victims
‘Mandalorian’ star Gina Carano fired after comparing today’s political climate to the Holocaust
'The Mandalorian' star booted from film studio after social media post
'Star Wars' series fires Gina Carano after Holocaust post | DW | 11.02.2021
Disney Quits Working With Controversial ‘Mandalorian’ Star
‘Mandalorian’ star fired for comparing US political climate to Holocaust
Teens accused of vandalizing Holocaust statues at Jewish museum
Two teens arrested for destroying Holocaust memorial statues at Tulsa museum
Police Arrest Oklahoma Teens for Vandalizing Children’s Holocaust Memorial
Dickinson College student under investigation after video surfaces glorifying the Holocaust
Kansas City meteorologist apologizes after showcasing Hitler, a Hitler-esque cat, on air

**Vatican**

Pope pays surprise visit to home of elderly Holocaust survivor
Moved by her story, Pope Francis visits Holocaust survivor Edith Bruck at home in Rome

---

**PLEASE NOTE:** Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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